In this paper, we consider the following multiprocessor scheduling problem. Given are n jobs each of which has to be scheduled on one of m identical parallel machines. The time it takes for a job to be fully processed is denoted by p j . A machine can process at most one job at a time, and a job may not be preempted. The goal is to schedule the jobs in such a way that the makespan is minimized, i.e., we want the last job to complete as early as possible. In the standard notation of [8] , this problem is denoted as P ||C max .
This problem is known to be strongly NP-hard for m being part of the input [7] . Therefore, we search for approximate solutions. If an algorithm is guaranteed to deliver a solution that has value at most ρ times the optimal solution value, we call it a ρ-approximation algorithm; the value ρ is called the (worstcase) performance guarantee. A well known approximation algorithm for the problem under consideration is the LPT-rule due to Graham [9] : starting from an empty schedule, we select the jobs with longest processing time among the unscheduled jobs and schedule this job on the machine with currently minimal workload. This LPT-algorithm has a performance guarantee of 4/3 − 1/3m.
Another way to find approximate solutions is through local search, see e.g. [1] . These methods iteratively search through the set of feasible solutions. Starting from an initial solution, a local search procedure moves from one feasible solution to a neighboring one until some stopping criteria are met. The choice of a suitable neighborhood function has an important influence on the performance of local search.
The simplest form of local search is iterative improvement, also called local improvement or, in the case of minimization problems, descent algorithms. This method iteratively chooses a better solution in the neighborhood of the current one and it stops when no better solution is found. The final solution is called a local optimum.
Recently, there has been an increasing interest in the quality of local optima and the time needed to obtain these local optima through iterative improvement. For the parallel machine scheduling problem under consideration, Finn and Horowitz [6] showed that a so-called move-optimal solution is guaranteed to deliver a solution with value no more than 2 − 2/(m + 1) times the optimal makespan. Moreover, this bound is tight [11] . Brucker et al. [3] showed that the iterative improvement procedures needs O(n 2 ) moves to come to local optimal solution, and this bound is tight [10] . For performance guarantees of local search methods regarding makespan minimization, we refer to [11, 10] . If the objective is to minimize total weighted completion time, Brueggemann et al. [4] gave a performance guarantee of 3/2−1/2m for move-optimal schedules.
Over the last years, very large-scale neighborhoods has received considerable attention. These neighborhoods mostly contain up to an exponential number of solutions, but allow a polynomial exploration. A survey about very largescale neighborhood techniques is given by Ahuja et al. [2] and Deȋneko and Woeginger [5] present an overview of very large-scale neighborhoods for the traveling salesman and quadratic assignment problem.
In Section 2, we define a very large-scale neighborhood, called splitneighborhood and in the following sections we investigate its worst-case behavior. In Section 3, we see that a split-optimal solution has the same perfor-mance guarantee as the simple move-optimal solutions. In Sections 4 and 5, we give performance guarantees on combined move-and split-optimal solutions. If we combine the two neighborhoods in the most straightforward way, we see that the performance guarantee marginally improves but is still essentially 2, whereas a better combination leads to a performance guarantee of 3/2.
Neighborhoods
As mentioned in the introduction, an important part of local search algorithms is the definition of the neighborhood on which the method operate. Before discussing the neighborhoods, we first describe our representation of a schedule. As the sequence in which the jobs are processed does not influence the makespan of a schedule for a given assignment, we represent a schedule by such an assignment of jobs to machines, A : J → {1, . . . , m}, where J = {1, . . . , n} is the set of jobs. This is equivalent to a partitioning of the set of jobs into m disjoint subsets M A 1 , . . . , M A m , where M A i = {j ∈ J : A(j) = i} is the set of jobs scheduled on machine i. If there is no ambiguity, we write M i for M A i . The workload of machine i is denoted by
and this workload is equal to the completion time of the last job scheduled on machine i. Again, if there is no ambiguity, we write L i for L A i . Hence, for a given assignment A of jobs to machines, the makespan is equal to the machine with maximum workload:
We call such a machine with maximum workload a critical machine.
The move-neighborhood Probably the most basic neighborhood is the move-neighborhood. A neighbor is obtained by moving one job from its current machine to another machine. More formally, let k be the selected job and h be the selected machine. Then the neighbor obtained by moving job k to machine h is the assignment
Note that A (k,h) move only differs from A if A(k) = h. The neighborhood N move (A) of an assignment A contains all assignments that can be obtained by moving We call an assignment A move-optimal if for all A ∈ N move (A), C A max ≤ C A max and the number of critical machines in A is at most the number of critical machines in A . Finn and Horowitz [6] gave the following upper bound on the performance guarantee of move-optimal schedules.
Theorem 1 Let A be a move-optimal assignment, and let C * max denote the optimal makespan. Moreover, let n k = max{ |M i | : L i = C A max }, the (maximum) number of jobs on a critical machine in the schedule A. Then
Moreover, if n k = 1, then C A max = C * max .
The bound in Theorem 1 attains its maximum for n k = 2, yielding a performance guarantee of 2 − 2/(m + 1). This bound has been proven tight by Schuurman and Vredeveld [11] , see Figure 1 for the schedule attaining this bound.
The split-neighborhood The split-neighborhood is one of exponential size in the number of machines. To obtain a split-neighbor, we first partition the set of jobs assigned to machine i into two disjoint sets. Hereto, we use a split-operator split : 2 J → 2 J × 2 J . In the remaining, we assume w.l.o.g. that the split-operator on the set M i produces split(M i ) = (M i1 , M i2 ) and the partitioning is done so that
This can always be achieved by simply exchanging the sets M i1 and M i2 . We will refer to the set M i1 (resp. M i2 ) as the left (resp. right) part of M i or machine i.
By splitting all sets M i given by an assignment A, we obtain 2m sets. Abusing notation, we denote the set of these 2m sets by
The neighborhood N split (A) of a schedule A contains all schedules that can be obtained by assigning the jobs of exactly two of the 2m sets from split(A) to a machine, i.e.,
Assuming that each set S ∈ split(A) is non-empty, the number of neighbors for a schedule A is equal to the number of perfect matching in a complete graph on 2m vertices. Hence, in this case the size of the neighborhood is
Although the size of the neighborhood is exponentially large in the number of machines, the following (folklore) fact tells us that the best neighbor can be found in O(m log m) time.
Fact 2 Given 2m numbers a 1 ≥ . . . ≥ a 2m . A perfect matching of these numbers such that the maximum of the sum of the two numbers of a pair is minimized, is obtained by matching a i to a 2m+1−i . Moreover, this matching minimizes the number of pairs whose sum equals this maximum.
We call an assignment split-optimal if for all A ∈ N split (A), C A max ≤ C A max and the number of critical machines in A is at most the number of critical machines in A .
Combinations of move and split-neighborhood As we will see in the following section, a split-optimal schedule needs not to be a move-optimal schedule. Hence, we also consider move-and split-optimal schedules. The straightforward extension of this would be to define a move-and split-optimal schedule as one that is move-optimal as well as split-optimal. These local optima may however be improved by moving one job neither increasing nor decreasing the makespan, and then find a better split-neighbor. Therefore, we define a lexicographic-move-optimal schedule. For a given solution A and A ∈ N move (A), we reorder the machines in A and A so that
The schedule A is called lexicographically better than A, if there exists a machine k such that
(1)
We say that A is lexicographical-move-optimal, or lexmove-optimal, if there exists no move-neighbor A ∈ N move (A) that is lexicographically better than A.
Note that the move-optimal assignment A in Figure 1 is also lexmove-optimal. Therefore, the move and the lexmove-optimal schedules have the same performance guarantee. On the other hand, the performance guarantee of a lexmove and split-optimal schedule is better than that of a move and split-optimal schedule.
3 Performance guarantee on split-optimal schedules
The quality of split-optimal assignments depends on the split-operator. In this paper, we consider only split-operators that obtain move-optimal partitions, i.e., if split(
We call such a split-operator a move-optimal split-operator.
Due to Fact 2, we assume w.l.o.g. that the numbering of the machines is so that
The performance guarantee of a split-optimal schedule, using a move-optimal split-operator, does not improve on the bound obtained by move-optimal schedules.
Theorem 3 Let A be a split-optimal schedule using a move-optimal splitoperator. Then the makespan A is bounded by
max denotes the value of the optimal makespan.
PROOF. W.l.o.g. we assume that C A max = 1. Let k be a critical machine in the schedule A. If j p j ≥ mL k1 + L k2 , then the optimal makespan can be bounded from below by C * max ≥ 1 m j p j ≥ L k1 + L k2 /m. Using the fact that
as the above expression is maximized for minimal L k1 and by L k1 ≥ L k2 we know that L k1 ≥ 1/2.
On the other hand, if j p j < mL k1 + L k2 , then a machine l with minimal load satisfies
Moreover, by (2), we know that (3) implies L l2 ≥ L k2 . Hence,
From the fact that a move-optimal split-operator is used to obtain the sets M i1 and M i2 , we know that for all j ∈ M k1 , L k2 +p j ≥ L k1 . Therefore, from (4) it follows that p j > 1 2 L k1 for all j ∈ M i1 . Hence, M i1 contains only one job and
For m ≥ 3, the theorem is proven, as 3 2 ≤ 2m/(m + 1). For m = 2, it follows from (4) that
where the last equality follows from the fact that L k2 = 1 − L k1 . Moreover, as C * max ≥ L k1 , due to the fact that M k1 contains only one job, we have
which is minimal for L k1 = 3 4 . Therefore, for m = 2, we have
To show that the analysis is tight, consider the folowing instance consisting of m jobs with processing time 1 and m jobs with processing time 1/m. In the split-optimal assignment A, we schedule on every machine one job with processing time 1 and on the first machine all jobs with processing time 1/m are scheduled. It is easy to check that this schedule is split-optimal for a
split-optimal assignment A optimal assignment A * m jobs of size 1 m Fig. 2 . Split optimal assignment A and optimal schedule A * move-optimal split-operator and it has makespan C A max = 2. In an optimal assignment A * , we schedule on every machine one job with processing time 1 and one with processing time 1/m. The optimal makespan is C * max = 1 + 1/m, and thus C A max = 2m/(m + 1)C * max . See Figure 2 for an illustration.
4 Split-optimal and move-optimal schedules
The split-optimal schedule, showing the tightness of our analysis in the previous section, is obviously not move-optimal. This raises the question whether a combination of the two neighborhoods gives a better performance guarantee, which is answered in Theorem 9, for move-optimal split-operators. Moreover, if the total processing time of the jobs compared to the load of the left part of a critical machine is small, we can even prove that this move-and split-optimal schedule is globally optimal.
Like in the previous section, we assume w.l.o.g. that for a local optimal schedule, A, property (2) holds, and that C A max = 1.
Lemma 4 Let
A be a move-and split-optimal schedule using a move-optimal split-operator. If there exists a critical machine k with j p j < mL k1 + L k2 , then C A max = C * max , where C * max denotes the optimal makespan.
PROOF. Let l be a machine with minimal load. Then, we know that L l < L k1 . By move-optimality of the schedule A, we know that for any job j ∈ M k
Hence, p j > L k2 for j ∈ M k , and thus M k2 contains no job at all, i.e., L k2 = 0. It follows from the move-optimal split-operator, that whenever M k2 is empty, M k1 contains only one job, j 1 . Hence,
From this lemma, it follows that we only have to consider cases in which the total load on all machines is large enough. Moreover, if L k1 is large enough, we can actually prove a bound on the makespan of this local optimal schedule, which is better than the guarantee in Theorem 9.
Lemma 5 Let A be a move-and split-optimal schedule obtained by using a move-optimal split-operator. If there exists a critical machine k, satisfying L k1 ≥ 2 3 , then the makespan of A can be bounded by
where C * max denotes the optimal makespan.
PROOF. By Lemma 4, we only have to consider the case that j p j ≥ mL k1 + L k2 . Hence, the optimal makespan can be bounded from below by
where the last inequality is due to L k1 ≥ 2/3. 2
Before we prove the performance guarantee of a move-and split-optimal schedule A, we first partition the set of machines into several subsets, based on the properties of the machines in such a move-and split-optimal schedule.
That is, S < is the set of machines that have a left part which is smaller than L k1 , and S ≥ is the set of the remaining machines. This set is again partitioned in one set containing all machines that have at least two jobs in the left part and the remaining machines in S ≥ \ {k} containing exactly one job in the left part Note that, S ≥ \ {k} = S multi ∪ S single .
The load of a machine in each of the above classes, we can bound as follows.
Lemma 6 Let A be a move-and split-optimal schedule, for a move-optimal split-operator and let k be a critical machine in this schedule. Moreover, let S < and S multi be as defined in (5) . Then
PROOF. Consider a machine i ∈ S < . Then by property (2), we know that
Now, let i ∈ S multi , and let j s ∈ M i1 be the smallest job in the left part of machine i. As M i1 contains at least two jobs, we know that p js ≤ 1 2 L i1 . Due to the move-optimality of the split-operator, we also know that
Lemma 7 Let A be a move-and split-optimal schedule for a move-optimal split-operator and k be a critical machine in A. Moreover, let S < be as defined in (5) .
PROOF. Using Lemma 6, we can bound the optimal makespan by
where the last inequality is due to L k1 ≤ 2/3. For m ≥ 4, the expression in (6) is minimized for L k1 minimal, whereas for m ≤ 3, it is minimized for L k1 maximal. Using the fact that 1/2 ≤ L k1 ≤ 2/3 and C A max = 1, we have
for m ≤ 3.
2 Lemma 8 Let A be a move-and split-optimal schedule for a move-optimal split-operator and k be a critical machine in A. Moreover, let S multi be as defined in (5) . If 1/2 ≤ L k1 ≤ 2/3 and |S multi | ≥ 2, then
PROOF. Consider a move-and split-optimal schedule A for a move-optimal split-operator and let S < , S multi , and S single be as defined in (5) . For L k1 ≤ 2/3, we know from Lemma 6 that for i ∈ S < , L i ≥ L k1 . Hence, using Lemma 6, we can bound the optimal makespan by
where the second inequality is due to |S multi | ≥ 2 and the last is due to L k1 ≥ 1/2. As by assumption C A max = 1, the lemma is proven. 2
Theorem 9 A move-and split-optimal schedule, obtained by a move-optimal split-operator, has a performance guarantee of 2 − 4 m+3 .
PROOF. Let A be a move-and split-optimal schedule for a move-optimal split-operator and let k be a critical machine in A. Because 3m 2m+1 ≤ 2m+2 m+3 , by Theorem 1 we only need to consider a move-and split-optimal schedule A in which a critical machine k contains exactly two jobs. Morever, by Lemma 5, we may restrict ourselves to the case that L k1 =∈ [ 1 2 , 2 3 ], and by Lemma 4, we may assume that j p j ≥ mL k1 + L k2 .
As 2m m+2 ≤ 2m+2 m+3 , we can restrict ourselves to the case that there is no machine i with L i1 < L k1 and at most one machine i with |M i1 | ≥ 2. Note that if no such machine exists, there are m jobs of length at least L k1 and one job of length 1 − L k1 ≤ L k1 . Then, by the pigeonhole principle C * max = C A max . Hence, we assume that there is exactly one machine s with M s1 ≥ 2.
Let j 1 be the smallest job in M s1 . If p j 1 ≥ m+3 2m+2 − L k2 , then there are m − 1 jobs of length L k1 , one job of length L k2 = 1 − L k1 ≤ L k1 and at least two jobs of length m+3 2m+2 − L k2 , and by the pigeonhole principle, we know that C * max ≥ m+3 2m+2 .
On the other hand, if p j 1 ≤ m+3 2m+2 −(1−L k1 ), we can bound the load of the right part of machine s by L s2 ≥ L s1 − p j 1 Hence, using the fact that L k1 ≥ 1/2, we can bound the total workload by
This implies that the optimal makespan can be bounded by
and thus we obtain
For instances with an odd number of machines, the analysis of the previous theorem is tight. If we schedule m jobs of length 1 and m jobs of length 2/(m + 1) as illustrated by the assignment A in Figure 3 , we obtain a moveand split-optimal schedule for a move-optimal split-operator, with makespan C A max = 2. In the optimal schedule, all machines have the same workload and C * max = 1 + 2 m+3 . For the split-optimallity of this example, we need that the Fig. 3 . Move-and split-optimal assignment and optimal schedule A * left part of machine M 2 has workload equal to 1. Therefore, this example only works for an odd number of machines. For even number of machines, a lower bound on the performance guarantee is 2m m+2 . This bound is obtained by an instance with m jobs of size 1 and m − 1 jobs of size 2/m. In the move-and split-optimal schedule, these jobs are scheduled simular as in Figure 3 .
In the case of m = 2 machines, the bound cannot be improved either, as is shown by the example in Figure 4 , which has makespan C A max = 6 for the local optimum and C * max = 5, in an optimal schedule. optimal assignment A * Fig. 4 . Move-and split-optimal schedule for m = 2.
5 Split-optimal and lexicographic-move-optimal schedules
In the previous section, we have seen that the performance guarantee of a move-and split-optimal schedule marginally improves on the performance guarantee of only a move-or only a split-optimal schedule. Moreover, the example, showing the tightness of the guarantee for an odd number of machines, is not lexicographic-move-optimal. Therefore, in this section we consider the lexmove-and split-optimal schedules.
For lexmove-optimal schedules, we have the following fact.
Fact 10 Let A be an assignment of the jobs to the machines and let l be a machine with minimal workload. A schedule represented by A is lexmoveoptimal if and only if, for all machines i and all jobs j ∈ M i
In this section, we only consider the LPT rule as the split-operator. Remember that the LPT rule sorts the jobs in non-increasing size and then iteratively assigns a job to the set with minimal workload. In this way, we obtain a partition LP T (M i ) = (M i1 , M i2 ) that is move-optimal. Therefore, we can apply Lemma 4-8.
In the remainder of this section, we again assume w.l.o.g. that for a lexmoveand split-optimal schedule A, C A max = 1 and that (2) holds. Moreover, we also classify the machines into the sets S < , S multi , and S single as in (5) .
Lemma 11
Let A be a lexmove-and split-optimal schedule for a move-optimal split-operator. Let k be a critical machine and l be a machine with minimal load. Moreover, let C * max denote the optimal makespan. Then, if l ∈ S < ∪S multi ,
PROOF. By Lemmas 4 and 5, we can restrict ourselves to the case that j p j ≥ mL k1 + L k2 and 1/2 ≤ L k1 ≤ 2/3.
If l ∈ S < , we know from Lemma 6 that L l ≥ 2(1 − L k1 ) ≥ 2/3 and if l ∈ S multi , it follows from Lemma 6 that L l ≥ 3 2 L k1 ≥ 3/4 ≥ 2/3. Hence, from L i ≥ L l , we have
By this lemma, we know that in order to prove the performance guarantee of 3/2 in Theorem 13, we can restrict ourselves to local optimal schedules with l ∈ S single . Moreover, as L l ≥ 2/3 implies that C * max ≥ 2/3, we assume from here on that L l < 2/3.
In the proof of Theorem 13, we use the concept of blocking jobs.
Definition 12 A call a job j a blocking job, if p j + L k1 ≥ 2/3, where L k1 is the load of the left part of a critical machine.
Note that if, in some schedule, a blocking job is assigned to the same machine as a job of size at least L k1 , then the makespan of this schedule will be at least 2/3.
Theorem 13 Let A be a lexmove-and split-optimal schedule, where the splitoperator is the LPT rule. Then,
where, C * max denotes the optimal makespan.
PROOF. Let A be a lexmove-and split-optimal schedule and let k be a critical machine and l a machine with minimal load. By Theorem 1 we may assume w.l.o.g. that |M k | = 2. Moreover, by Lemma 4 and 5, we restrict ourselves to the case that j p j ≥ mL k1 + L k2 and L k1 ≤ 2/3. Finally, we define the sets S < , S multi , and S single as in (5) . Then, by Lemma 11 we assume that l ∈ S single and L l < 2/3.
Under these assumptions, we claim that the total processing time of blocking jobs, scheduled on a machine i ∈ S < ∪ S multi is at least 2/3. If in an optimal schedule at least one blocking job is scheduled on the same machine as a job of size at least L k1 , then by definition of blocking jobs, this schedule has makespan at least 2/3. On the other hand, if none of the blocking jobs, which A assigns to a machine in S < ∪S multi , is scheduled together with a job of size at least L k1 , then all these jobs need to be distributed over |S < ∪S multi | machines, as each machine in S single ∪ {k} processes at least one job with processing time at least L k1 . From our claim, it now follows that the machine with maximal load from these blocking jobs has load at least 2/3. Hence, in both cases we have C * max ≥ 2/3, and the theorem is proven.
To prove our claim, first consider a job i ∈ S < . From Lemma 6 and lexmoveoptimality of A, it follows that a job j ∈ M i has processing time p j ≥ L i −L l ≥ 4/3 − 2L k1 . Hence, p j + L k1 ≥ 4/3 − L k1 ≥ 2/3, as L k1 ≤ 2/3, and j is a blocking job. As each job j ∈ M i is a blocking job, the total load of blocking jobs scheduled on machine i ∈ S < is L i ≥ 2(1 − L k1 ) ≥ 2/3. Now, consider a machine i ∈ S multi , with |M i1 | ≥ 3. The smallest job in the left part, say j 0 ∈ M i1 has length at most p j 0 ≤ L i1 /|M i1 |. By move-optimality of the split-operator, we know that the load of the right part can be bounded by
Hence, by lexmove-optimality of the schedule, we know that any job j ∈ M i has processing time p j ≥ L i − L l ≥ 5 3 L i1 − 2/3. Thus p j + L k1 ≥ 8 3 L k1 − 2/3 ≥ 2/3. Hence, each job j ∈ {i ∈ S multi : |M i1 | ≥ 3} is a blocking job, and the total processing times of the blocking jobs assigned to such a machine i is L i ≥ 2/3. Finally, consider a machine i ∈ S multi , with |M i1 | = 2, say M i1 = {j 1 , j 2 } with p j 1 ≥ p j 2 . By move-optimality of the split-operator, we know that L i2 ≥ p j 1 , and by move-optimality of the schedule A, we also know that L l ≥ L i − p j 2 = L i2 + p j 1 ≥ 2p j 1 . Hence, p j 1 ≤ L l /2 ≤ 1/3. This implies that p j 2 = L i1 − p j 1 ≥ L k1 − 1/3 ≥ 1/6 and p j 2 is a blocking job, as L k1 + 1/6 ≥ 2/3. Moreover, due to the fact that the LPT-rule is used as a split operator, we know that there exists at least one job j ∈ M i2 in the right part of machine i with p j ≥ p j 2 . Hence, M i contains at least three blocking jobs, j 1 , j 2 , and j 3 , and the total processing time of these three jobs is at least p j 1 + p j 2 + p j 3 ≥ L k1 + 1/6 ≥ 2/3, which completes the proof. 2
To show a lower bound on the performance guarantee, let δ = 1 3m−4 and consider the instance consisting of 2m − 2 jobs with processing time 3δ, one job of size 1 + δ and m − 1 jobs of length 2 − δ. The schedule A as depicted in Figure 5 is lexmove-and split-optimal and has makespan C A max = 3, whereas the optimal makespan is C * max = 2 + 2δ. This yields a ratio of
